Frosh Courtmen Top BU
For 5th Straight Triumph

Tech's undersized freshman backcourt gained its fifth consecutive victory last Tuesday afternoon as they edged out the B.U. troth, 38-35, in a game played at the Boston Arena. It was the second time this season that Warren Berg's outfit had beaten the B.U. yearlings.

Both teams showed the effects of the two-week layoff due to the winter vacation, and play on both sides was often spotty. The game was close all the way. The Terriers jumped off in front and, with Bill Murphy hitting consistently on his short set-shots, took a 13-9 lead midway in the second quarter. This was the largest margin which either team enjoyed at any time during the game.

Tech Closed Gap

Tech began to close the gap, and, after two layups by Mike Nacey, a hook-shot by Captain Herb Glantz finally tied the score at 20-20. Three foul shots by Tech's Dick Lee, sandwiched around another set-shot by Murphy, contrived to give the Beavers a 23-22 halftime advantage.

For 5th Straight Triumph

As the second half opened the play was particularly sloppy, with both teams taking turns in throwing the ball away. However, towards the end of the third period Nacey sagged a layup which gave the Enforcers a 25-22 lead. Captain Glantz, incidentally, did all his scoring in the first half. Murphy of B.U. with 12 each. Murphy, incidentally, did all his scoring in the first half.

Winter, and play on both sides was often spotty.
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